
HUMILITY and PRIDE – part 2. 
  

 Prejudices and convictions are one of the most powerful tools of fear 

because by becoming part of the collective human consciousness they become 

part of the everyday life of human beings who are part of that society and that is 

why they live them.   

 Prejudices and convictions become the lived experiences of these human 

beings and are therefore directly written into the cells of their physical body and 

then passed on from generation to generation as a memory footprint.  

 With this, fear has achieved a very strong grip on the whole community or 

society because through these prejudices and convictions, fear would tie up 

every human being into his power simply by being born into that society.  

 He doesn't have to do anything, human being is just born into it.  

 And these shackles of prejudices and convictions automatically become 

part of him. 

This is an energetic expression of how prejudices and convictions tie up your society. 

  If you allow in any of your incarnations, that prejudice and conviction would tie 

you, it takes many incarnations to accept and to understand these other Knowledge 

that will help you to overcome or to break these prejudice and conviction because you 

can not fight against them, you can only understand them. 

 I have already explained to you that every fight multiplies the energy of 

fear that means, by no fight, these prejudices and convictions will disappear, 

dissolve, go away or get lost, on the contrary, they are deeper rooted and the 

only way you can change them is the path of LOVE.  

 When you accept COMPASSION in your heart and when HUMILITY 

becomes a part of you, it will bring you the profound INNER 

UNDERSTANDING, PEACE and COMPASSION that you need to dissolve the 

prejudices and conviction. And in that UNDERSTANDING you realize how 

much you were wrong.  

 In that HUMILITY you can accept it and in COMPASSION you can 

forgive it to yourself and all others who do not yet see and do not understand 

what you have seen and understood and in that HUMILITY you will accept 

others without conditions.  

 And this is a closed circle. 

 Of course, this circle also works the other way around that is, from a position of 

fear.   

 By accepting these prejudices and convictions as part of you, you judge and 

condemn every human being who has a different point of view than YOU yourself.  

 By judging and condemning, YOU allow PRIDE to create its head within you 



and this is a SUPERIORITY.  

 This superiority gives you an even greater sense of power that you have the right 

to condemn, compare and judge those who do not obey these prejudices and 

convictions and as you are influenced by these prejudices,  you do so because you think 

you know the best what is right  

 This superiority has taken away from you the ability to FORGIVE. 

 When you cannot FORGIVE, you have no COMPASSION or HUMILITY in 

your heart and therefore you cannot accept any other Knowledge and you only insist 

on keeping old prejudices and convictions and judge very hard any human being who 

does not respect them.  

 You cannot accept at all that the other human being has the sacred right to 

decide freely for himself what path he will follow in his life and thus you refuse the 

right of the other human beings to make their own free choices.  

 Paradoxically, you do not see that you have taken this right away from yourself 

as well, for these prejudices and convictions have blinded you through your pride of 

superiority and you think that only YOU know what is right.  

And you do not see that the fear that has captured you through prejudices and 

convictions has stolen LOVE, JOY, HAPPINESS and CREATIVITY from your life, 

taking away the LIGHT from your eyes,  from the inner ones, and you allowed fear to 

take your FREE WILL and you do not see that he has taken it from you through 

prejudice and conviction and that he is manipulating you.  

 And it is precisely the pride of superiority that will not allow you to forgive those 

others who you judge very cruelly for deciding to take a different path of Knowledge 

and by judging and punishing them, fear  subsequently re-anchors itself through these 

prejudices and convictions in your society through their pain which keeps on 

reactivate in the society. 

  And this is another closed circle.  

 And that's why it takes you so long, very long time in society as a whole to be 

able to change the prejudices and convictions that once enrolled in that society.  

 If there are some individuals who dissolve these prejudices and convictions and 

give themselves FREEDOM, society as a whole will not accept it.  

 On the contrary, they are trying to silence the voice of these individuals because 

the pride of the superiority of those who judge and punish for not respecting the 

prejudices and convictions accepted by the society as its own, is boundless.  

 At that time, lot of LOVE, COMPASSION and HUMILITY is needed on the 

part of those human beings who have returned themselves their FREEDOM but who 

have been repeatedly deprived of it by the society dominated by prejudices and 

convictions so that thanks to their COMPASSION that reside in their hearts, they will 

not judge those people and give them their FORGIVENESS instead. 

 Because if they would create anger in their hearts against these human beings, 

that anger would take away their COMPASSION and only if HUMILITY is part of 

them, will they not create the anger within themselves and then compassion remains 



part of them.  

 And that  COMPASSION will allow them to FORGIVE. 

 And the enormous power of FORGIVENESS means that they will leave 

RESPONSIBILITY to those human beings who have judged them for returning 

themselves their FREEDOM. 

 And when they give them the FORGIVENESS, they will not take over their 

RESPONSIBILITY for their actions and decisions. 

  If HUMILITY would not be part of them and if they would create anger within 

them, then the energy of anger would take them COMPASSION and they would not be 

able to give them their FORGIVENESS and then they would take their 

RESPONSIBILITY for their actions and decisions.  

 It is precisely because they have taken  RESPONSIBILITY for others decisions 

and actions, the other human beings do not feel the burden of their own 

RESPONSIBILITY and so they cannot change their decisions and actions in the 

following lives because they do not bear and feel their own RESPONSIBILITY.  

 And that is why those prejudices and convictions in that society will not change.  

 And this is a closed circle.  

 This is the second point of view that due to pride, the prejudices and convictions 

remain part of your society for such a long time.  

 Only LOVE, COMPASSION and HUMILITY  that carries the 

gift of FORGIVENESS can change it because FORGIVENESS as 

such leaves energy-wise the burden of the RESPONSIBILITY  to the 

human being who made the decision and deeds.  
 And this is a consequence of the Law of Conservation of Energy because only the human 

being who created that energy can change it. If you leave it to him and he feels that burden and 

Responsibility for what he has created and must carry in his being only then, if is willing, he can do 

something about it.  

 The energy burden and Responsibility burden pushes him down.  

 But if YOU choose to bear his Responsibility for him, the burden and the Responsibility are 

pushing you down but you can't do anything about it because you have not created the energies 

yourself and the other human being doesn't even see, neither feels nor perceives the energy 

consequences of his actions and decisions and therefore continues to act as he did before because 

nothing is pushing him down. 

 And YOU human beings call it that it has ,,no conscience,, nor can he have it 

and remember that it is because YOU alone, carry the energy burden and the burden 

of his actions and decisions and not the human being who created it all energetically.  

 You took it because you couldn't FORGIVE him.  

 Then you take the burden and the Responsibility on your shoulders.  

 And YOU will carry the Responsibility in course of your whole being, for ages 

until you understand how the Cosmic Law of Conservation of Energy works.  

 And this is a closed circle.  

  


